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Learn The Strategies We Used To Make Over

$3,600,000 Without EVER Owning A Single

Product!

! Take Control Of Your Online Income Today Take Control Of Your Online Income Today

Let Us Show You The Art And Science Of “Wifi Money”, So You Can Make 2021 the Best Financial

Year of Your Life! 

Join Wealthy Leads Now
Yes, I want a step-by-step roadmap to consistent income online

What Does TRUE FREEDOM Look

Like?
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THE WEALTHY LEADS 
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! Whether you don't have a product to sell

! Or you don't want to deal with angry customers, suppliers, merchant

accounts, etc.

! Or you don't want to own any products or offer any services

! Or you want to work from anywhere in the world, even if you are on a

tight budget
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PERFECT OPPORTUNITY FOR:

- Those who are struggling to make money online

- People looking for a realistic way to supplement their income

- Online business owners who are already making decent income, but simply want to make A LOT more

- It only requires 5 to 10 hours per week so it will not disrupt your life

Join Wealthy Leads Now
Yes, I want a step-by-step roadmap to consistent income online

Wealthy Leads Is Created By 2 Online Income

Wealth-Builders…

Let Us Show You The Art And Science Of “Wifi Money”, So You Can Make 2021 the Best Financial Year of Your Life! 

- We have sold well over $25M in our

online stores

- Over $7M in affiliate sales

- We are making $80k monthly from just

our email list 

- We have helped hundreds of students

quit their jobs and create stable and

predictable online incomes

Wealthy Leads Is...

! Built on tactics you can actually IMPLEMENT - so action-takers can

make CONSISTENT AND PREDICTABLE ONLINE INCOME now.

! Designed to produce RESULTS. We didn’t get wealthy by operating on

theory or fluff

! Developed with the most time-tested tools, strategies and principles

in what’s working in generating online income

Wealthy Leads is a 8-week comprehensive system that gives full access to 8 in-
depth income generating modules to learn from! (step-by-step instructions,
strategies, mind-maps and PDFs!)

Join Wealthy Leads Now
Yes, I want a step-by-step roadmap to consistent income online

*Yes! I’m sick of going slow - I want to earn consistent and predictable income online to
grow FASTER so I can achieve financial freedom in 2021!  

Here’s EVERYTHING You’ll Get

When You Join Wealthy

Leads System!

8 WEEK TRAINING - WEALTHY LEADS

BLUEPRINT

($9,997 VALUE)
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! Step-by-step videos 

! Strategy manuals

! Mind-maps 

! Instruction Manuals & PDFs 
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Bonus #1 - 7-Figure Downloadable

Funnels ($1,997 Value)
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Bonus #2 - Invite Only HLM High Level

Mastermind ($997 Value)
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Bonus #3 - Monthly Mentoring Coaching

Calls ($4,997 Value)
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Bonus #4 - 7-Figure Facebook Scaling

Mini Course ($1,997 Value)
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SUPER BONUSES (TODAY ONLY)

SUPER BONUS #1 - 350k Email Mastery

Course ($1,997 Value)
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SUPER BONUS #2 - Ecom Profit

Masterclass Course ($4,997 Value) 
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PLUS, When You Get Wealthy Leads

Today, You’re Also Going TO Get These

 FAST-ACTION BONUSES

All-Access Pass to Wealthy Leads 2021 -

OUR LIVE EVENT ($4,997 Value)
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! 2 days of exclusive live sessions with insider trainings, tactics and strategies

! Hear from expert speakers (some of whom make up to $10million per year)

! Secrets for doubling, even tripling your revenue and profits

! Actionable growth strategies that you can apply with immediate effect

! Break Out Sessions - there will be plenty of training, content and help for

everyone

Wealthy Leads 2021 Live Recording

($1997 Value)
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30- Minute Strategy Session Phone Call

($997 Value) 
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The Official Wealthy Leads T-Shirt

($Priceless) 
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Join Wealthy Leads Now
Yes, I want a step-by-step roadmap to consistent income online

Remember - This Requires

Absolutely NO EXPERIENCE

! If you can read and watch, then you are already over-qualified...

! We provide all the websites, tools, instructions and trainings...

! As push button as it could possibly be

A Custom Designed System For

The Ages!
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All Obstacles Are Eliminated

! No Traffic issues

! This is VERY low risk...

! Virtually ZERO Competition

! You get VERY High Profit Margins

! You get rapid results

! There are NO Supplier Headaches

Join Wealthy Leads Now
Yes, I want a step-by-step roadmap to consistent income online

Here’s A Recap Of EVERYTHING
You’re Going To Get When You Get

Wealthy Leads Today
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Join Wealthy Leads Now

Verify to continue

We detected a high number of errors from your connection. To continue, please confirm that youâre a human (and not
a spambot).

reCAPTCHA

I'm not a robot

Privacy  - Terms

https://www.wealthyleads.com/start11
https://www.wealthyleads.com/start11
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Yes, I want a step-by-step roadmap to consistent income online

*Yes! I’m sick of going slow - I want to earn consistent and predictable income online to grow FASTER so I can achieve
financial freedom in 2021!  

Course Content 

& Schedule
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Why Time Is Of The Essence
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ONCE THE DOORS ARE CLOSED...THEY ARE CLOSED

You Have ZERO RISK
! You have a 60-day money back guarantee.

! If you aren't seeing amazing results within 60 days

then we don't want your money

! NO QUESTIONS ASKED

! We are so confident that this is so fast and so easy to

set up that you will know whether this is working

for you well within 60 days

! And if you just change your mind, it can be 1 day from

now or 59 days from now it doesn't matter, as long as

its inside of the 60 days, you can get your money back

no questions asked

! You’ve literally got everything to gain and nothing

to lose

Now you may be wondering...
"OK, Great. I'm 100% covered for the investment

in Wealthy Leads , but what happens if I follow
the training and I just can't get it to work?"

DOUBLE-YOUR-MONEY-BACK

GUARANTEE

As long as you follow every step of the training curriculum without
deviation, and actively use our support system and our tools and
resources, we guarantee to not only REFUND your purchase, but

DOUBLE your money back if for some weird reason you are unable
to make sales in your first 60 days.

We want to change your LIFE and don't want ANYTHING to prevent
you from giving this a try.

Join Wealthy Leads Now
Yes, I want a step-by-step roadmap to consistent income online

Join Wealthy Leads Now
Yes, I want a step-by-step roadmap to consistent income online

Wealthy Leads Is NOT 

For Everyone
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FAQ - Your Questions Answered

Hey, it's Richard and Laz - and before We answer your full list of
questions, please read this 2 minute sincere letter from us. 
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